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Introduction

Welcome to ONIXEDIT Cloud

©

ONIXEDIT Cloud is a Web application that allows you to manage your ONIX metadata directly from your
Internet browser. It's powered by our most advanced ONIX solution: ONIXEDIT Server Edition. It's crossbrowser compatible and also works on any platform. There's no software to install and it allows you to
access your books and ebooks metadata from anywhere without any contract.

Main title list
·
·
·
·
·

Presentation
Searching Titles
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Applying actions to titles
Activating ONIX 3.0

Presentation
The Main Title List is your entry point to ONIXEDIT Cloud. Using it, you can

o
o
o
o
o

Select an ONIX metadata catalogue to work with;
Import/Export your books and ebooks metadata;
Upload or Download your ONIX file;
Search for specific titles;
Modify or Create new ONIX titles.

Here is what the main title list looks like:
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1. The ONIXEDIT Server Edition or ONIXEDIT Cloud logo: Click on this logo anytime to get
back to the main title list.
2. Catalogue drop-down list: If you have more than one ONIX metadata repository, use this dropdown list to select the catalogue you want to show in title list. A catalogue is like a distinct
ONIX file and each one may contain one or several ONIX titles. For example, if you have chosen
to maintain distinct ONIX 2.1 and ONIX 3.0 metadata, you will then have one catalogue for each
standard. You may have more if you are using ONIXEDIT Server Edition.
3. Search by title textbox: If you want an easy and fast way to search books by their title, you
should use this control. Just type the sequence of characters you are searching for and press
"Enter". ONIXEDIT Cloud main list will then show you the corresponding books having the
sequence of characters anywhere in their title.
4. Action combo box: This is a list of actions you can take on your ONIX titles (selected titles or
complete list). For more information on the Action combo box, see the Applying actions to
titles subtopic.
5. Advanced Search: If you need to search by more specific criteria, click on this button to show
the advanced search panel. For more information on the Advanced Search tool, see the
Searching titles subtopic.
6. Title Index Control: Click on any letter in this index to see the books with a Title that begins
with this letter in the list. The @ index option allows you to see the titles that begin with a
number or a punctuation character. Click on the All index option to get back to the full title list
of the catalogue.
7. Title Selection Control: This control allows you to select one or more titles prior to applying
an action from the Actions combo box. Using the Title Selection Control in the header of the
list, you will select all the titles shown in the current page (10 titles per page). You can also
select each title individually by clicking on the Title Selection Control at the left of each title.
Important tips #1: If you want to apply an action to all of your catalogue's titles, don't select
any (or clear the selection using control #8) and apply the action you want. ONIXEDIT will then
ask you if you want to apply the action to all of your titles.
Important tips #2: Your selection will remain as it is until you change your current catalogue or
you log off.
8. Clear selection link: Click on this link to reset the selection so no more titles will be selected
(also clears selection on all pages of the list).
9. New Title button: Click on this button to add a new ONIX title in your current catalogue.
10. Main Title List Headers: Click on any column's header to sort by that column. A first click will
sort ascending, a second will sort descending.
11. Individual title controls: The second column of the main title list provides individual title
controls. Use the pen (or double-click the title) to edit the corresponding title. Use the double
sheet icon to create a copy of the title and go to the Edit title form to fill in required new values.
Use the garbage icon to delete the corresponding title from the current catalogue.
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The last column of the Main List indicates if the corresponding titles comply with the ONIX standard. Titles
having a green check mark are compliant while those presenting a red X are not:

Searching titles
The advanced search tool will allow you to do a more specific search through your titles. With this tool, you
will be able to search by:
· Record Reference
· ISBN13 / EAN
· ISBN
· Title
· Author
· Subject
· Availability
· Sale date
· Product form
Here is what the advanced search panel looks like:
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By default, ONIXEDIT suggest you to search by Text and Key fields. In that case, you have only one
possible operator which is Contains. By selecting Text and Key fields, you will be able to search in all your
ONIX metadata for particular words providing you an handy "Full Text" search capability. You must enter a
complete word or use the wild-card character "*". As an example, the following will search in all your
metadata for the exact word "Electric":

If you add "*" after "Electric", you will search for titles having words beginning by Electric in all your
metadata:

You can define multiple search criteria by combining each with operator AND or OR. To add a criterion, just
click on the "Add a criterion" button of the Advanced Search tool:

Then, you will have to select which logical operator you want to apply between all your search criteria (AND
by default):

Next, choose the ONIX field you want to search:
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Then, select the search operator:

And finally, enter a value:

You can combine as many search criteria as you want. Depending on which ONIX field you choose, the
search operator dropdown list and the value text box may vary. As an example, if you choose to search by
Audience, the search operator will be set automatically to "Equals to" because you will be allowed to select
only a predefined value corresponding to the ONIX Audience list:
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Also, date fields allow you to make particular searches:

Using Between operator, you can search for titles published between a range of dates. You can also define
only a "From" or a "To" date. As an example, the following will find all titles with a publication date starting
from January 1st, 2013:

You can also use the Within operator if you want to find a title published within a specific number of days.
That is, if you precise 30 days, ONIXEDIT will present all your titles with a publication date less than or
greater than 30 days from today.

Selecting titles
When you need to work on a specific title or even apply actions such as "Delete selected titles" or "Export
selected titles to ONIX 2.1" (see Applying actions to titles), you may create ad hoc selection of titles.
To do so, you must use the check boxes in the first column of the main list:
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Using your mouse pointer, simply click on the check boxes corresponding to the titles you want to select.
Each check box is a toggle. That is, a first click select the title, a second deselect it.
You can also use the check box in the header of the first column:
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In that case, ONIXEDIT will select all titles in your current page. Consequently, if you have 3 pages and want
to select all the titles in those pages, you will have to check that header checkbox 3 times (one for each
page).
The titles remain selected as long as you stay connected in the same catalogue or until you click on Clear
Selection:

You can thus make different searches or use the title index and select different titles each time. ONIXEDIT
will keep your complete selection active.
As soon as a title is selected, you will see the link "Show selected titles" with the total number of currently
selected titles:
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If you click on that link, ONIXEDIT will show only the titles you selected in the Main List.

Applying actions to titles
The Actions drop down list allows you to take specific action on the current list, current catalogue or
selected titles. Here are the actions you will find in the drop down list and their purpose:

Download the Excel template
This action allows you to download a pre-built Excel template in which you can put your title metadata in
some specific columns and then import it to ONIXEDIT Cloud. The template contains 100 preformatted lines
with all the required ONIX lists already defined. The first line is a complete eBook sample. If you need more
lines, you can copy the first one and paste it to the extra lines needed.
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Ideal for those who want to convert their current metadata from Excel to ONIX.
If the Excel template does not correspond to your specific needs, we can modify it following your
specifications. Contact us for a quote.
Import metadata from Excel template
Use this action to upload the Excel template downloaded from ONIXEDIT Cloud that you filled with your title
information. The maximum file size allowed is 20 MB.
Import an ONIX file
Use this action to upload a valid ONIX 2.1 file (into an ONIX 2.1 or ONIX 3.0 catalogue) or an ONIX 3.0 file
(into an ONIX 3.0 catalogue) created with ONIXEDIT or any other software or tool. We accept ONIX files
having extension .xml or .onix. The maximum file size allowed is 20 MB.
Import images
This action allows you to upload one or multiple images and associate those images to your ONIXEDIT
Cloud titles. You can upload an archive file (.zip or .gz) containing images of existing titles in your
catalogue. The image name must match the ISBN, ISBN13/EAN or Record Reference of the corresponding
title for the image to be imported and associated with a title. The maximum archive file size is 20 MB and
the supported image types are GIF, JPEG, JPG, PNG and TIFF.
Export selected titles to ONIX 2.1
Use this action to download selected titles, your last search result or your complete metadata catalogue to
an ONIX 2.1 file. If some titles are selected, this will download the ONIX file corresponding to those titles. If
no titles are selected, you will be asked if you want to export all titles found from your latest search:
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Export selected titles to ONIX 3.0
Same as "Export selected titles to ONIX 2.1" action. Of course, from an ONIX 2.1 catalogue, you can create
ONIX 2.1 files but also, ONIX 3.0 with the help of our automatic conversion tool. You have nothing particular
to do except to be sure your ONIX titles are all valid.
Export selected titles to Excel
Use this action to download selected titles, your last search result or your complete metadata catalogue to
an Excel file. If some titles are selected, this will download the ONIX file corresponding to those titles. If no
titles are selected, you will be asked if you want to export all titles found from your latest search.
Delete selected titles
Use this action to delete all selected titles. A confirmation dialog will appear to confirm how many titles will
be deleted if you confirm the deletion. If there is no title selected, ONIXEDIT will ask you if you want to
delete all titles currently displayed in the main list - that is, all titles from your latest search. As an example,
if you clicked on letter C of the title index, and did not select any title, applying action "Delete selected
titles" will delete all titles beginning by letter C if you then click OK in the following window:

Edit default values
By choosing this action, you will be redirected to the Insert/Edit Form where you will be able to set the
default values for your new titles. After saving them, any new title you create will have these values filled in
automatically. Please, consult section Define default values for more details.

Activating ONIX 3.0
When you register to ONIXEDIT Cloud, you get one ONIX 2.1 catalogue by default. If you need to provide
ONIX 3.0 files to your trading partners or if you need to load ONIX 3.0 files in your ONIXEDIT Cloud account,
you will have to activate support to ONIX 3.0 first by clicking on the corresponding button at top of the main
list:
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By clicking this button, ONIXEDIT Cloud will present you 3 possible options:

·

·

·

Produce ONIX 3.0 from your ONIX 2.1 catalogue using our automatic converter: This is the
easiest solution. You will have only one catalogue of metadata to maintain. We will activate some
additional validations that will ensure your ONIX 2.1 titles are compliant with ONIX 3.0 requirements. A
new action will be added to the Action menu "Export Selected Titles to ONIX 3.0". This option won't
allow you to import ONIX 3.0 files.
Change your current ONIX 2.1 catalogue to ONIX 3.0 and automatically convert its content to
ONIX 3.0: With this option, you will still have only one catalogue of metadata but it will be an ONIX 3.0
catalogue. You will also be able to import ONIX 2.1 and ONIX 3.0 files. ONIX 2.1 files will be
automatically converted to the ONIX 3.0 standard. WARNING: If you choose this option, you will be able
to produce ONIX 3.0 files only and you can't go back to ONIX 2.1 anymore!
Create a new ONIX 3.0 catalogue: You will keep your current ONIX 2.1 catalogue and you will have
access to a new ONIX 3.0 catalogue too. Your allowed titles from your subscription will be shared
between both catalogues. This mean that if you are allowed up to 100 titles and you currently have 80
titles in your ONIX 2.1 catalogue, you will need to upgrade your subscription if you want the same titles
in both catalogues. If you need to produce a title in both ONIX formats, it is important to know that you
will have to maintain 2 distinct copies of that title: one in each catalogue separately. However, your
ONIX 3.0 catalogue will be able to import ONIX 2.1 and ONIX 3.0 files. It is not the case for your ONIX
2.1 catalogue that can import ONIX 2.1 files only.

It is also important to know that you can choose between these 3 possible options
only once and you can't reverse your choice.

Metadata Entry
·
·
·
·

Insert or edit a title with the Entry Form
Title validation
Entry Form Controls
Supply Detail tab

Insert or edit a title with the Entry Form
To edit or insert a title, you will have to use the user-friendly ONIXEDIT Cloud Entry Form. To do so, you can
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create a new title by clicking on the New Title button in the Main List:

Or you can double-click an existing title or click on its Pen icon to edit the corresponding title:

You can also make a copy of an existing title by using the duplicate icon:

Whatever action you take, you will then get access to the ONIXEDIT Cloud Entry Form:
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The following sections are identified from 1 to 5 in the above screen capture:
1. At the top, you will find the toolbar:

2. At the left side, you will find the ONIX sections panel:
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You can go directly to a specific section by clicking on it. If a section has a validation error, it
will be displayed with a red background. The last section named "Error Summary" will present
you a list of all validation errors in your current title. For more information about validation, see
the Title validation subtopic.
3. Under the toolbar, you will find persistent information such as the cover image and title that will
appear no matter what ONIX section is selected.

4. Directly under the title, you will find the current ONIX section with the metadata fields that you
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can define. If the section contains validation errors, you will easily spot them as the erroneous
fields are framed in red. You can also get detailed error message by placing your cursor over
each erroneous field:

5. At the bottom, you will find arrows to browse to the previous or next ONIX section:

Title validation
If your current title is compliant with the ONIX standard, you will see this message in the top right section of
the title metadata entry from:

If your current title contains any errors, the ONIX sections panel will indicate which sections are erroneous
and an "Error Summary" section will be displayed at the bottom of the panel with details about each error:
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Any erroneous field in the current title will be framed in red. You can put your cursor over the incorrect field
to show a tooltip specifying the reason of the error. This is an example with the ISBN13 that is a required
field:

After correcting the missing or invalid values, you must click on the "Validate" icon of the toolbar to pass
your title through our validation engine to see if your title is now ok.
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Entry Form Controls
As for any web form, ONIXEDIT Cloud provides many different controls that you will have to use. Here is a
brief description of important things you should know about them:

o Textbox: These are the most common data entry controls included in ONIXEDIT Cloud Entry
Form. They are very simple to use as shown in the following picture:

o Drop Down List: You will find many Drop Down lists in the Entry Form. You can simply click

on it as for any regular textbox and enter some letters composing the value you are searching
for or use the up and down arrows to select the desired value and press Enter:
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To clear content of a Drop Down list, just edit it and delete the value.

o Special Selector: Some textboxes will show special icons at right. When you click on those
icons, a special selector will pop up, like the Countries selector:

Or the Thema Subjects selector:

o HTML Editor: ONIXEDIT Cloud allows you to define many different kinds of descriptive text to
support your marketing efforts. You can simply enter unformatted text directly in the
corresponding textbox:
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Or use the Rich Text box editor to create HTML formatted text:

o Included List: You will also find different included lists allowing you to define one or more sub-

records associated with an ONIX title. As an example, the following list allows you to define one
or many contributors:
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Supply Detail tab
The Supply Detail section is quite special compared to other sections of the Entry Form. Indeed, you can
here define one to many Suppliers and each one may have a series of distinct prices for a single book. In
order to keep the interface as simple as possible, you can work on a single Supplier at a time. Please refer
to section Define multiple suppliers and prices for more details.

How to
·
·
·
·
·
·
·

Define default values
Get and transmit my ONIX file
Make a backup of my metadata
Define multiple suppliers and prices
Define cover images
Duplicate a title
Add or modify titles from an external source

Define default values
You can define default values that will be automatically added to your new ONIX metadata titles. To do so,
follow these easy steps:
1- From the Actions menu of the Main List, select "Edit default values":
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2- ONIXEDIT Cloud will open the Entry Form and will show you this message:

3- Close the message by clicking the OK button. You will then have access to the Entry Form. All the
values that you define in this default values window will be added automatically when you create new titles.
4- When done, just click on the Save icon to get back to the Main List.

You can take advantage of this function to input values specific to your business which will then be repeated
from one title to another. You can also define records of included lists such as prices which you want to be
added automatically by ONIXEDIT. You then just make changes specific to each title when you create it.
Also, you can modify your default values anytime.
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Get and transmit my ONIX file
Keeping your ONIX metadata in ONIXEDIT Cloud to be able to manage it from anywhere is a good idea. But
there comes a time when you need to transmit those metadata to your trading partners. To do so, you must
produce an ONIX file. ONIXEDIT Cloud makes this very easy to do.
Create an ONIX file with all of your titles:
If you want to have a backup copy of all your precious metadata or need to send your complete collection
of titles to your trading partners, follow these steps:
1- From the Main List, click on the "Clear selection" link to be sure there are no titles selected in your
current catalogue:

2- Then, click on the title index button "All":

3- Next, from the Actions menu, select "Export selected titles to ONIX 2.1". If you activated ONIX 3.0
support with option #1, you may also select "Export selected titles to ONIX 3.0":
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4- You will see the following message box. Press OK:

The download process will automatically begin. Once done, a complete ONIX file having your current
catalogue name with the current date will be saved in your default download folder:
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You can then grab that file and send it by email or FTP to your trading partners.
Create an ONIX file containing titles found following a search:
If you need to transmit a subset of your titles to your trading partners, you may follow these steps:
1- From the Main List, make a Search that will show the titles you want to transmit:

2- Then, click on the "Clear selection" link to be sure there are no titles selected in your current catalogue:

3- Next, from the Actions menu, select "Export selected titles to ONIX 2.1". If you activated ONIX 3.0
support with option #1, you may also select "Export selected titles to ONIX 3.0":
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4- You will see the following message box. Press OK:

The download process will automatically begin. Once done, an ONIX file having only the titles found from
your latest search will be saved in your default download folder:
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You can then grab that file and send it by email or FTP to your trading partners.
Create an ONIX file containing selected titles:
If you need to create an ONIX file having only titles that you can't get from a single search, follow these
steps:
1- Make a selection of titles as explained in section "Selecting titles".
2- Next, from the Actions menu, select "Export selected titles to ONIX 2.1". If you activated ONIX 3.0
support with option #1, you may also select "Export selected titles to ONIX 3.0":

The download process will automatically begin. Once done, an ONIX file having only the titles selected will
be saved in your default download folder:
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You can then grab that file and send it by email or FTP to your trading partners.

Make a backup of my metadata
At ONIXEDIT we take care of making a backup copy of your metadata automatically and we keep it for one
week (ONIXEDIT Cloud and ONIXEDIT Server Hosted Model only). Indeed, if ever you need to restore a
backup, you can contact us and we can go back up to 7 days before the current date. However, this
operation will cost you some extra money.
However, you can still do a backup by yourself on your own computer and restore it at any time for free.
Here's how to proceed: Just go to section Get and transmit my ONIX file and follow the steps in the first part
entitled "Create an ONIX file with all of your titles". But be careful: If you activated ONIX 3.0 support with
option #1, you will have to Export selected titles to ONIX 2.1 file to get a backup, not to ONIX 3.0.
As a result, you will have a complete ONIX file containing all of your titles. You can verify this by opening it
with any text editor or browser. Be sure you have all your titles in it...
To restore it, use the action Import an ONIX file:

Define multiple suppliers and prices
In the ONIXEDIT Cloud Entry Form, the Supply Detail section is a special one. Indeed, you can here define
one or many Suppliers, each having its own metadata presented in the same handy interface. To simplify
the interface, you are working on one Supplier metadata at a time. By default, ONIXEDIT creates one Supply
Detail section for you when you add a new title. But you may define as many as you want. The following
picture explains the important elements of the Supply Detail section that will help you create and manage
Suppliers, Prices and other commercial metadata:
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Define cover images
One of the main problem in the transmission of ONIX files is without a doubt sending cover images which
should accompany the titles. Of course, it is easy to transmit an ONIX file to your trading partner by email or
by using an FTP program. But what happens to the cover images? Unlike in Word, PowerPoint, Quark, or
InDesign, when you are working on an ONIX document, images cannot be included. These external files are
only referenced by their access paths, for example using a <MediaFileLink> tag:
<MediaFileLink>
C:\Documents and Settings\Admin\My Documents\Books\Book1\cover.jpg
</MediaFileLink>
Consequently, when you send your ONIX file by email or by FTP, your cover images locally referenced on
your computer are not automatically transferred! However, ONIXEDIT offers a simple and effective solution to
this problem: The Media Space. In your private media space, ONIXEDIT classifies the cover images
associated to your books and ebooks, whatever their source, making everything easily available to your
trading partners. As a result, each of the cover images that you associate to your titles with ONIXEDIT
Cloud will be available on the Internet to your trading partners. Instead of referring to a local file on your
computer, the MediaFileLink tags in your ONIX files will refer to an URL like this:
<MediaFileLink>
http://www.onixedit.com/MediaSpace/2FFEE8E5-2865-42D9-BDFA-D16A32C37941/46/90af5c9fc94b-4574-baa4-9a718b810686/ONIXEDIT_UserManual.jpg
</MediaFileLink>
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With ONIXEDIT Cloud, you can define cover images using two different methods:
Defining a cover image for a specific title
If you want to add or modify a cover image for a specific title, follow these steps:
1- Find the title to which you want to add a cover image and Edit it.
2- Right under the ONIXEDIT logo of the Entry Form, you will find the button "Upload a cover image". Just
click on it:

3- A standard File Open dialogue will appear for you to select the cover image to add to your title. Just
select a JPG, TIFF, PNG or GIF image on your computer or from a server you have access to and click on
the "Open' button:
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Your cover image will then be uploaded and automatically associated to your title.
Defining cover images for a series of titles
If you want to upload and associate multiple cover images specific to a series of titles in one single step, the
fastest way to proceed is to follow these steps:
1- First, prepare your cover images. They must be of type GIF, JPEG, JPG, PNG or TIFF and their name
must include the ISBN 13, ISBN 10 or the RecordReference of the titles to which they must be associated.
2- Group all those cover images in a single folder and compress it as a .zip or .gz archive.
3- From the Main List, open the Actions drop down menu and choose "Import Images".
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4- A dialogue box will pop up. Click on the button "Upload an archive" and select the archive file prepared at
step #2.
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Your file will then be uploaded, uncompressed and each cover image it contains will be automatically
associated with the corresponding title based on its ID.

Duplicate a title
It is easy to make a copy of an existing title with ONIXEDIT Cloud. As an example, if you have to create an
eBook version of a printed book, you can proceed as follows:
1- Form the Main List, search for the title you want to duplicate.
2- Once you find it, click on the duplicate button of the title you want to copy:
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3- The Entry Form will open with a complete copy of the title. However, the ISBN13 and the Record
Reference fields will be empty because each distinct ONIX title must have distinct ISBN and Record
Reference even if they concern the same book.
4- You can make the modifications you want and save that new title. If you don't save it, the duplicated title
won't be kept in your current catalogue.

Add or modify titles from an external source
You can easily import metadata from an external source and add it to your current ONIXEDIT Cloud
catalogue. To do so, follow these steps:
1- Download the Excel template

The template contains 100 preformatted lines with all the required ONIX lists already defined. The first line is
a complete eBook sample. If you need more lines, you can copy/paste the first one.
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2- Enter your title's metadata using the Excel template downloaded at step #1. You can type it one by one
or import it from a CSV file or other source. The important thing to remember is that you can neither add,
delete nor move the columns of the Excel template. However, for columns validated by a drop down list like
Contributor Role, there is no need to provide the complete list value. Only the code is required. But if you
prefer not to use the predefined ONIX list, you will have to remove the validation of the column. To do so,
follow these steps

o First, click on the Data tab in Excel;
o Second, select the cell(s) for which you want to remove the validation;
o Third, select Data Validation
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o Finally, select Any value and click OK.
Excel will then allow you to enter the ONIX code only.
As an example, in the above picture, the first value of the drop down list for Contributor role shows "A01-By
(author)". If you import metadata from an external source, you can enter only A01. It will be accepted by
ONIXEDIT.
If you need to have the complete reference of all the valid ONIX values, please refer to EDItEUR website.
3- Once your Excel file is completed, go back to your ONIXEDIT Cloud account, select the catalogue where
you want to import your metadata and then, use the action "Import metadata from Excel template":
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If you did not altered the Excel template (like moving columns around or deleting some) ONIXEDIT will
import and convert each line of the Excel file to a corresponding ONIX title. At the end of the import process,
you will find your new titles in the Main List.
If some titles already exist (based on the ISBN13), they will be modified by the new imported metadata.
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